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Chapter 61 
The monster fell to the ground, and the entangled right arm shook, like a gecko escaping from its tail. . 
 
Wang Xuan took a light breath. 
 
The vitality of this monster is beyond his imagination. 
 
The metal tentacles wrapped around the left claw that it stretched out again, and the entanglement and 
strangulation started, immediately smashing the monster's left claw and left arm. 
 
Gu Manyao came around from the other side, and the Yaochi knife shot and slashed in the air. She 
decided to cut the monster apart. She didn't believe that the monster was cut in half and could heal 
together automatically. 
 
The rest of Zhao Lei, Tie Jun, and Li Haotian were all ready to fight, because behind them, nearly a 
hundred customers who had turned into half-human, half-beast monsters were approaching them, and 
the fastest of them had already rushed to the second. within ten meters. 
 
They are now blocked by this strange wall, there is no escape, they can only confront it head on. 
 
Seeing that Gu Manyao's knife was about to fall on the monster, Wang Xuan also controlled the metal 
tentacles to penetrate the monster's heart. 
 
Since breaking its head wouldn't kill it, he wanted to see if its heart would be the key. 
 
He doesn't believe that this monster can't be killed, but he just doesn't know where its death gate is. 
 
He had just pierced the monster's heart, and a few of the dense sarcoid that grew on the monster's 
body suddenly fell off like a ripe melon and fell off automatically. 
 
The tails of the fallen sarcomas spewed out a white steam at an extremely fast speed. The distance 
between the two sides was close, and they were caught off guard. Although Wang Xuan had always 
noticed that the sarcomas growing on this monster were strange, he could not imagine them anyway. 
Sarcomas can fall off and rush in at an alarming rate. 
 
He barely avoided a sarcoma that was shot on his head and face. He heard a "boom" in his ears, and his 
chest hurt. He had been hit by the sarcoma. The sarcoma was like a small bomb. During the flight, a fist-
sized blood hole was blown out of his chest. 
 
During the process, the inferior leather armor he wore played a certain defensive role, offsetting part of 
the explosive power. Otherwise, it would not have just exploded a fist-sized blood hole. 
 
Gu Manyao, who swung the knife from the back, was even worse. Her reaction was not as quick as 
Wang Xuan's. Her belly and thigh were hit by sarcoma. There were huge blood holes, and she was not 



protected by leather armor. Each blood hole was twice the size of Wang Xuan's, especially the blood 
hole in her thigh, which almost broke one of her right legs. 
 
She fell to the ground. Even though Yaochi was playing a role and accelerating the healing, she couldn't 
get up in a short time. 
 
Everyone saw that Wang Xuan easily smashed the monster's head. Even if its resilience was amazing, it 
was far from Wang Xuan's opponent. No one would have imagined that the sarcoma that grew on the 
surface of the monster's body was like a bomb and could be shot quickly. cause an explosion. 
 
Wang Xuan and Gu Manyao were injured in the stroke. In the shock of the crowd, nearly a hundred 
customers who turned into half-human, half-beast monsters rushed up with a roar. 
 
"Everyone stand up and protect Wang Xuan and Gu Manyao!" Tie Jun shouted loudly, and he was the 
first to rush in Wang Xuan's direction. He reminded everyone to cooperate according to the previous 
drills, but unfortunately everyone suddenly changed In the chaos, no one can remember how to stand, 
so they can only fight for themselves. 
 
Zhang Haofei scolded angrily, **** it, and jumped to the side of Gu Manyao, who had fallen to the 
ground. The skeleton and bone claws in his right hand stretched out and grabbed a customer who had 
turned into a monster. As soon as the five bone claws were taken away, the customer's bone claws were 
taken away. Brain burst. 
 
There were no white scales in the pinched head, but a white fragment flew out, submerged in the wall 
with a huge crack, and disappeared. 
 
Holding a curved blade, Li Haotian chopped down a customer, but he remembered what Tie Jun said and 
rushed in the direction of Tie Jun. 
 
Zhao Lei protected Xu Mengyun, stepped back, and said loudly, "Everyone keep the formation, let's 
gather together!" 
 
Although these customers who turned into monsters are not strong in individual strength, but there are 
too many, they rushed up in groups, immediately causing everyone to panic. 
 
And the most terrifying thing is that the sarcoma monster that had fallen to the ground has climbed up, 
its arms have grown again, and it has rushed towards Gu Manyao. 
 
It's smart and decides to kill the most injured one first. 
 
A blood hole was blown out of Wang Xuan's chest. Fortunately, his magical beast had amazing 
resilience, and the wound continued to heal. A layer of light faintly appeared on the surface of the 
inferior leather armor that exploded a hole. In this layer of light, the hole is slowly shrinking. 
 
This is the nano-crystal fused in the inferior leather armor working to start repairing the leather armor. 
 
Just as Tie Jun rushed to his side and killed a customer who rushed up, Wang Xuan stood up and charged 
towards the sarcoid monster again. 



 
This monster is too big a threat to everyone. If you can't kill it quickly, there will be endless troubles. 
 
Zhang Hao flew in front of Gu Manyao who was seriously injured~www.mtlnovel.com~ used the 
skeleton claws to block the sharp claws that the sarcoma monster grabbed, and let out a low roar, the 
skeleton claws clenched into fists and smashed heavily on its face. 
 
With a "porphyr" sound, the sarcomas on its face were covered with different sizes and immediately 
burst open after this blow, causing its body to sway back and fall back. 
 
Wang Xuan shot at the same moment, and the metal tentacles extended to the limit of three meters, 
wrapping the swaying and retreating monster from head, face, neck to upper body. 
 
He guessed from the fact that it just attacked with its claws and did not use the sarcoid bomb, although 
the sarcoid bomb was terrifying, it had certain conditions for use. It should be used only after the 
sarcoid naturally matured and fell off. Before it matured, it could not be used actively. 
 
Knowing this, this sarcoma monster is nothing to be afraid of. The "twisting and strangling" ability of 
Warcraft is fully activated. The metal tentacles that entangle the sarcoma monster continue to shrink, 
making a "pop, pop" and continuous explosion. The entangled one A sarcoma was attached to the 
explosive pulp, and a large amount of white pulp splashed out. 
 
In the blink of an eye, the metal tentacles shrunk the monster's head and its upper body in half. 
 
The monster kept struggling and twisting, and suddenly three sarcomas on its legs matured and peeled 
off. 
 
As soon as the three sarcomas fell off, white steam spewed out, like three cannonballs shooting at Wang 
Xuan. 
 
With precautions in his heart, Wang Xuan wrapped around the monster's body and yanked it down, 
knocking it down and blocking him in front of him. 
 
The three sarcomas hit the monster and exploded on its own body. 
 
There were three explosions, and there were three huge holes in the monster's body, and instead of 
blood, white slurry flowed out of it. 
 
Almost at the same moment, Wang Xuan suddenly let out a loud roar. The entanglement and 
strangulation ability reached the limit, and the upper body of the monster was completely smashed and 
exploded, causing a lot of meat sauce to splash around. 
 
Chapter 62 
Wang Xuan let go of the metal tentacles, and a large amount of rotten flesh fell down, followed by 
entangling the rest of the lower body of the sarcoma monster, doing the same thing, twisting the lower 
body completely into meat sauce. 
 
He didn't believe that after the monster was ground into meat sauce, it could be resurrected again. 



 
After a short period of panic, Zhao Lei and Li Haotian quickly stabilized their positions, and they joined 
forces to defend against the hordes of customers rushing up. 
 
Every customer who was killed fell to the ground, and a white shard flew out of his body and sank into 
the crack in the wall. 
 
When Wang Xuan twisted the remaining lower body of the sarcoid monster into meat sauce, finally a 
faintly glowing white scale appeared from the pile of meat sauce and submerged in his right hand. 
 
Taking this white scale, Wang Xuan let out a long sigh of relief. Although this monster had tenacious 
vitality and amazing recovery ability, he was finally killed by him. 
 
There was a reaction from the monster in his right hand. He sensed the excitement of the monster. The 
white scales contained powerful energy, which made the monster excited. 
 
At this moment, the customers who rushed up in groups suddenly fell to the ground, and each customer 
flew out a white shard. In the blink of an eye, nearly a hundred pieces of white shards converged into a 
white rainbow, concentrated towards the cracks in the wall. rush away. 
 
These customers fell to the ground and returned to their original human appearances, but after falling 
to the ground, they lost their breath, and their bodies exuded a faint stench. 
 
Wang Xuan suddenly understood that these customers were originally dead people, but they were 
controlled by the creatures in the wall using white fragments to parasitize their bodies, turning them 
into monsters that could move and even spit human words. Stuff, really terrifying. 
 
Seeing that there were people in front of them, the original fighting came to an abrupt end, and 
everyone turned their heads to look, only to see that the crack in the wall swallowed up nearly a 
hundred pieces of white debris in one go, and there was a dazzling light inside. 
 
The crack in the wall suddenly expanded, extending from the wall to the ground, and all cracked. 
 
The incident happened suddenly, and everyone had no time to react, even Wang Xuan could only 
instinctively think of jumping up. 
 
This wall is like a prehistoric beast, fully alive, and the crack is like an open mouth of blood. 
 
Wang Xuan only felt a stinging smell, and he had just jumped up less than a meter, when it suddenly 
became dark in front of him, and he was wrapped in something, followed by the sky and the earth, and 
fell down. 
 
He heard the shocking exclamations of Zhao Lei and Gu Manyao. He opened his eyes and saw that he 
had been swallowed into a strange and terrifying flesh-walled pipe. Huge suction, there is a lot of white 
slurry in it, and it is not slippery. 
 
All seven of them were swallowed in, and at this moment they fell down the meat wall pipe. 
 



The deeper you go, the stronger the squeezing force generated by the meat wall pipe. Wang Xuan was 
the first to react, and he activated the strongest power of the beast without hesitation. 
 
The three-meter-long metal tentacle wrapped around his right arm, and immediately merged into a 
giant arm, showing the shape of the "arm of beast". 
 
The power in the body erupted violently, and it was continuously transported into the "arm of beast". 
 
Every time the strongest burst of the "arm of beast" consumes almost half of his power. 
 
Between the thoughts, the right arm was swung, and the arm of the demon beast, which was clenched 
into a fist, was swung out and hit the wriggling flesh wall. 
 
With a "porphyr" sound, the flesh wall couldn't bear the terrifying power of the giant arm of the beast, 
and was instantly pierced through a huge hole, which completely sunk into it. 
 
With the blow of the giant arm of the beast, the flesh wall pipe seemed to feel pain, and immediately 
contracted violently, twitching in waves, and each twitch spurted out a stream of white pulp from 
below. 
 
Wang Xuan hangs his body with his right arm to stop himself from sliding down, and at the same time 
shouts: "Hurry up and stabilize your body, don't slide down!" 
 
Although he didn't know what was in the depths of this flesh-walled pipe, he had a feeling that the 
further down he went, the more dangerous it was. Once he slipped down, he might not be able to 
escape. 
 
Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei reacted a little later than him. One showed the demon chi knife and 
plunged into the meat wall beside him, using the demon chi knife to stabilize his body, while the other 
grabbed into the meat wall with the skeleton and bone claws, also in the meat wall. Hanging his body, 
he fell to the bottom about two meters away from Wang Xuan. 
 
Below them is Tie Jun. He is the fourth person in the crowd to react. With the help of the curved blade in 
his hand, he inserted it into the flesh wall to stabilize his body. 
 
Then there are Li Haotian and Zhao Lei. 
 
"Xu Mengyun—" 
 
Zhao Lei had just used a curved sharp blade to stick it on one side of the meat wall to stabilize his body, 
and he wanted to grab Xu Mengyun, but found that she had slipped two or three meters below him. 
 
Xu Mengyun was terrified and struggled constantly. The curved blade in her hand had fallen off. She was 
just grabbing at random with her hands. How could she stabilize her body on this elastic and smooth 
flesh wall? 
 
"help me--" 
 



Her eyes widened, screaming in fear, struggling desperately, but she found that the more she struggled, 
the faster she fell, and the white slurry that kept gushing upward almost completely immersed her, and 
soon she could not even make a sound. Now~www.mtlnovel.com~ Zhao Lei, who was closest to her, 
watched Xu Mengyun who fell below him and fell three or four meters below in the blink of an eye. With 
the terrifying appearance of his eyes protruding, Zhao Lei wanted to slide down to save her, but he was 
shaken again in the moment of hesitation. 
 
He understands that the squeezing force of the flesh wall below is too terrifying, let alone if he can save 
her if he slides down, it is very likely that he will be sucked by the flesh wall and can't climb up again. 
 
"Zhao Lei, climb up!" He heard Li Haotian's voice above his head. 
 
Li Haotian used the curved sharp blade to poke a gap in the meat wall, and immediately grabbed into 
the gap with his left hand, stabilized his body, pulled out the curved sharp edge, raised his body, and 
plunged the curved sharp edge upwards into it. 
 
Alternating like this, I tried my best to climb up. 
 
While crawling, he noticed that Zhao Lei stopped below and didn't move, and immediately reminded 
him. 
 
Hearing Li Haotian's voice, Zhao Lei shuddered cleverly, but he saw Xu Mengyun staring at her with her 
eyes stubbornly staring at her, and her mouth was gurgling. Her eyes shot out a look of resentment, as if 
she was resenting why she couldn't help herself. 
 
Zhao Lei's scalp felt numb just by looking at it. 
 
Xu Mengyun's current appearance is really terrifying. 
 
The squirming and squeezing force of the meat wall became stronger and stronger, and the bones in Xu 
Mengyun's body made a crunching sound. Her arm bones, leg bones, and ribs began to be unbearable, 
and they were crushed and broken one by one. , a lot of blood spurted out from her mouth, eyes, ears. 
 
Her pair of eyeballs gradually bulged out of their sockets due to squeezing, like goldfish eyes, which 
seemed indescribably terrifying. 
 
Although the white scales she possesses are constantly repairing and healing her body, the speed of 
healing is far from keeping up with the speed at which her body is destroyed. 
 
Chapter 63 
"Zhao Lei—" 
 
Suddenly, Gu Manyao's voice came from the end above. 
 
Hearing this sound, Zhao Lei's whole body trembled, and he finally made a decisive decision without any 
hesitation. He used his left hand to grab into the flesh wall wound that had just been pierced with a 
curved sharp blade, and then pulled out the sharp blade, trying to pierce it upwards. 
 



At this time, he suddenly realized that he couldn't climb up by himself. 
 
His lower body was sucked by the violently contracted flesh wall. The force of this contraction and 
sucking was so great that it slowly dragged him down. 
 
Zhao Lei was terrified, his left hand grasped the crack in the flesh wall that was pierced by the curved 
sharp blade, and the curved sharp blade held in his right hand stabbed in again. 
 
Unfortunately, he has missed the best opportunity to escape. 
 
His face was flushed red, his forehead was covered in beads of sweat, and the bones all over his body 
made noises due to the force. 
 
When the incident happened suddenly, he panicked, the curved blade broke, and he couldn't support it 
with only one left hand. Not only was he unable to struggle up, but he was immediately sucked by the 
flesh wall and dragged down. 
 
"Wang Xuan—" 
 
In despair, the first thing he thought of was Wang Xuan. 
 
Among the people, Wang Xuan is the strongest. If there is anyone who can save him now, only Wang 
Xuan. 
 
Like someone who is about to drown, this is the last straw he can think of. 
 
Wang Xuan was at the top of the meat wall passage. He used the giant arm of the demon beast to punch 
a huge hole in the meat wall, stabilized his body, and immediately began to look up, trying to open the 
exit to escape. 
 
He now fully understands that there is a strange and terrifying foreign object hidden in this wall. The life 
form of this foreign object is unimaginable for them. Even the wall is a part of it. Now they are 
swallowed by this foreign object. 
 
They should be in the esophagus of this creature. Once they slip down from the esophagus, they may be 
swallowed by this creature. The only chance to survive is to open a gap in the esophagus to escape. 
 
Although the arm of the beast is powerful, it consumes too much energy. A single blow almost 
consumes half of his physical strength. After stabilizing his body, he immediately exits the arm of the 
beast. The metal tentacles stretch out along his right arm again, like a strip of The python shot upwards. 
 
With a thud, the metal tentacle pierced into the flesh wall two or three meters above, and then grabbed 
the metal tentacle and climbed up. 
 
Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei followed closely behind him. After they stabilized their bodies, they 
immediately climbed up. 
 
Gu Manyao tried his best to climb up while paying attention to the situation below. 



 
She and Wang Xuan, Zhao Lei, Wang Qin, and Zhang Qianwen were good friends originally. They were 
trapped in this parking lot together. Now Wang Qin and Zhang Qianwen are both dead. After these few 
days of life and death, it can be said that in her heart , the most important people now are Wang Xuan 
and Zhao Lei, no matter which one has an accident, she can't accept it. 
 
She was not worried about Wang Xuan above her, but worried about the safety of Zhao Lei below. 
 
At this sight, she realized that something was wrong with Zhao Lei, and immediately called to remind 
him, but unfortunately it was too late, and Zhao Lei couldn't climb out. He raised his head and made a 
desperate cry for help. 
 
Gu Manyao immediately stopped and wanted to go down to save Zhao Lei. 
 
Wang Xuan, who was above her, heard Zhao Lei calling him, and he was shocked, who had been trying 
to find an exit, and stopped immediately. 
 
He just glanced down to understand what was going on, and almost without hesitation, he retracted the 
metal tentacles inserted in the upper flesh wall. He lost his strength and immediately slid down the 
slippery flesh wall passage. 
 
"I'm going to save him, you go up and find an exit!" Wang Xuan fell to Gu Manyao's side in an instant, 
and shouted at her and Zhang Haofei below. 
 
Gu Manyao knew that this was a critical moment when every second counted. Wang Xuan was stronger 
than himself, and he was more likely to save Zhao Lei. 
 
She was not pretentious, and immediately gave up as much space as possible to let Wang Xuan slide 
down from her side, while she worked hard to climb up instead of Wang Xuan, looking for an exit. 
 
In the upper meat wall, Wang Xuan used metal tentacles to drill holes one by one. She held these holes 
alternately with both hands, and she could easily climb up. 
 
Wang Xuan slid all the way down, but the meat wall kept shrinking. Below him were Zhang Haofei, Tie 
Jun, and Li Haotian. He wanted to squeeze past them and save Zhao Lei, but it was too late. 
 
"Zhao Lei!" Wang Xuan shouted fiercely, the blood flow all over his body accelerated, and he descended 
at the fastest speed. Unfortunately, when he just squeezed out of Tie Jun, he saw Zhao Lei was 
completely swallowed by the meat wall below. 
 
He saw Zhao Lei's wide eyes looking at him with despair before he was completely swallowed. 
 
His relationship with Zhao Lei is very strong. Now seeing Zhao Lei's desperate appearance, all the hairs 
on his body stand up, and the inside of his chest seems to be bursting. The monster in his right hand 
seems to feel his emotions, that white light It was contracting violently, beating like a heart. 
 
Having almost reached the speed limit, he broke through this limit again and charged towards Li Haotian 
below. 



 
Li Haotian looked up and saw Wang Xuan with a ferocious face~www.mtlnovel.com~ was horrified, and 
immediately squeezed his body against the flesh wall on one side, making as much room as possible to 
let him go down, otherwise he was really afraid of Wang Xuanhui Knock yourself down. 
 
He doesn't have the strength of Wang Xuan. Once he is knocked down and squeezed by the flesh wall, 
he will probably not be able to climb up again, just like Zhao Lei and Xu Mengyun. 
 
Unfortunately, no matter how fast he was, it was too late. He could only watch Zhao Lei, who was four 
or five meters below, being completely swallowed up by the shrinking flesh wall. 
 
It was only a little short that his metal tentacles could reach three meters away, and Zhao Lei watched 
Wang Xuan's metal tentacles that stretched out just over a meter away from him. His eyes were black, 
and he was wrapped in a violently shrinking flesh wall. Living. 
 
Because of the terrifying squeezing of the flesh wall, his eyes were congested, almost protruding from 
the sockets, and blood was constantly seeping out from around his eyes. 
 
His physical quality is much stronger than Xu Mengyun's. Although he was completely swallowed by the 
flesh wall, the bones in his body have not been crushed and broken, but he can't struggle out. He only 
feels that the suction force generated below is getting more and more terrifying. , the blood in the body 
rushed to the top of the head, and the internal organs in the abdominal cavity were squeezed to the 
point of bursting out of his stomach. 
 
Seeing that he was about to explode and die, Zhao Lei felt that all the sounds had disappeared in the 
blink of an eye. In his world, there was only the sound of blood flowing in his body, and the dull sound of 
his heart contracting violently. 
 
In the next instant, the sound of blood flowing and the beating of his heart also disappeared, and there 
was only a white ball left in his sea of consciousness. 
 
The number of white scales he obtained by hunting monsters along the way has long been enough for 
the life in the white ball to hatch, but the life in the white ball seems to be unwilling to break out of the 
cocoon for some unknown reason, just like a layer of window paper , Obviously it will be broken once 
stabbed, but it is unwilling to stab. 
 
Chapter 64 
Zhao Lei had estimated that based on the white scales that Wang Xuan had hatched from the first time 
he hatched a demon beast, his white ball should have hatched long ago. He also tried various methods 
to no avail. 
 
Until this moment, when it was about to die, the life in the white sphere felt the danger of its owner. 
Once the main body died, it couldn't live alone. 
 
Even if it doesn't want to hatch, it can't wait any longer. 
 



There was a crisp sound of "porch", and the white ball shattered in an instant. It had already been 
hatched, and it looked extraordinarily powerful. A dazzling white light burst out, and a terrifying force 
spread from Zhao Lei's right hand to the whole body in an instant. . 
 
Zhao Lei, who was about to explode and die in an instant, suddenly felt as if his body was filled with air. 
This air was so powerful that it pushed back the flesh wall that was squeezing him. The injury he had just 
received was terrifying. Speed is recovering. 
 
In the next instant, his mind regained consciousness, he struggled violently, spread his hands and feet, 
and stretched his head out of the shrinking flesh wall again. 
 
"Zhao Lei!" 
 
Wang Xuan, who was above, finally slid down. He thought that Zhao Lei was going to die. He suddenly 
saw Zhao Lei's head sticking out again. He was overjoyed. He stopped his body, and the metal tentacle 
held in his right hand stretched out like a big boa constrictor. 
 
Zhao Lei only felt that his whole body was filled with endless power. After struggling hard, he finally 
stretched out his right hand. Wang Xuan's metal tentacles wrapped around his right hand and tightly 
wrapped around it. 
 
"Come up!" Wang Xuan exerted all his strength and let out a loud shout from his mouth. Zhao Lei seized 
the opportunity and grabbed the metal tentacles with his right hand upside down. He pushed his whole 
body up. The strength of the two combined, no matter how powerful the sucking power of the flesh wall 
was. Zhao Lei couldn't be trapped anymore, he slid up like a loach. 
 
Wang Xuan suddenly saw two slits about five centimeters long on the back of Zhao Lei's right hand. The 
two slits intersected, forming a "cross"-shaped wound. 
 
However, there was no blood flowing from the wound, nor did it heal, but a white light radiated from 
the inside out. 
 
This "cross" wound looks a little weird, like a light source hidden in the right hand, shining through the 
cross wound. 
 
He immediately understood that Zhao Lei had successfully hatched between his life and death just now, 
but his hatching beast was very special, a completely different type from the three of them. 
 
It is precisely because Zhao Lei obtained the hatched beast that his strength has been multiplied, so that 
he can struggle to climb out again, otherwise, even if he comes down, he will not be able to save him. 
 
After successfully pulling out Zhao Lei, Wang Xuan exerted force with his left hand, and the blue veins on 
his left arm burst out one by one. With the strength of this left arm, he even pulled Zhao Lei up with 
himself. 
 
Zhao Lei immediately stretched out his left hand, caught sight of a wound on the wall of the flesh and 
grabbed it to stabilize his body. 
 



The meat wall below was shrinking violently, and seemed to be angry because of Zhao Lei's escape. 
 
"Hurry up!" Wang Xuan quickly chased after Li Haotian above, the metal tentacles extended to three 
meters, and hung up on the meat wall. 
 
Li Haotian is not stupid either. He grabs the metal tentacles with both hands and climbs up. This is much 
faster than finding cracks in the flesh wall or using curved sharp blades. Because the flesh wall is 
constantly shrinking and there is not enough space, it is more and more difficult to climb up with the 
help of curved sharp blades. more inconvenient. 
 
Li Haotian grabbed the metal tentacles and quickly climbed to the top, followed by Wang Xuan and Zhao 
Lei. 
 
Although Zhao Lei didn't have a weapon, there were already many cracks around the meat wall. 
Although the cracks were not obvious, he could observe these cracks in an instant, grabbed his hand in, 
and followed Wang Xuan closely without falling an inch. 
 
Gu Manyao, who had climbed to the top, found that the top of the meat wall had no exit, but a 
completely contracted meat wall. 
 
She steadied her body with her left hand, and slashed with a demonic knife in her right hand, trying to 
cut through these shrunken flesh walls and open an exit. 
 
She knew that everyone was in extreme danger. Now that Wang Xuan went down to rescue Zhao Lei, it 
was up to her to see if everyone could escape quickly. 
 
She used all her strength to cut out cracks in the upper meat wall, and a large number of meat pieces fell 
down, but the more she cut her, the more frightened she became. The upper meat wall seemed to be 
endless. No exit. 
 
There was a constant flow of white slurry all around. This white slurry stuck to the body, and it didn't 
feel like it at first. As time passed, everyone began to feel the heat on their skin. The white slurry 
actually began to slowly corrode their skin. 
 
"Quick!" Zhang Haofei's face showed a trace of mania, he understood that the longer they were trapped 
here, the more dangerous they would be. 
 
At first, everyone didn't feel much, and they didn't feel that there was a lack of oxygen here, but now it's 
slowly starting to breathe a little bit, and the oxygen that exists in this meat wall won't last long. 
 
Although Gu Manyao kept slashing at the upper meat wall and cutting the shrinking meat wall above, 
what he saw was still heavy meat walls, and there was no exit at all. 
 
Everyone started to get impatient. If they couldn't find an exit to escape, let alone being squeezed to 
death by the gradually shrinking flesh wall, everyone could die here just by running out of oxygen. 
 
Zhao Lei, who was at the back, suddenly said: "Tie Jun, it's on your left, dig from there!" 
 



Tie Jun looked down for a moment, but saw Zhao Lei shouting anxiously: "Quick, listen to me and dig it 
out from there!" 
 
Although he didn't understand what was going on, seeing Zhao Lei's anxious appearance, Tie Jun 
immediately grabbed the meat wall with his left hand to stabilize his body, and held the curved sharp 
blade in his right hand and inserted it into the meat wall on the left. 
 
He dragged back and forth, and immediately cut a huge cross-shaped wound on the flesh wall. 
 
It's just that apart from the white pulp flowing out of the wound, there is still a flesh wall. No one knows 
how thick the flesh wall is. 
 
"Wang Xuan, the exit is from Tie Jun, we have to dig from there!" Zhao Lei was at the back, unable to go 
up, and looked anxious. 
 
Wang Xuan understands that although Zhao Lei's words are often unreliable, he will never speak 
nonsense at this time. Since he said so, it must be reasonable. 
 
The metal tentacles penetrated deeply into the meat wall, the right arm exerted force, and the left hand 
grabbed Li Haotian's leg above and pulled it down. 
 
Li Haotian was shocked, and was busy grabbing the crack in the meat wall with both hands. 
 
He didn't think for a moment why Wang Xuan would do this, but when Wang Xuan quickly squeezed up, 
he immediately understood. 
 
Although the meat wall is shrinking more and more tightly, it is fortunate that the meat wall is full of 
elasticity. Once squeezed hard, Wang Xuan and Li Haotian squeezed together, facing each other. 
 
"Tie Jun, go up a little bit!" Wang Xuan followed Li Haotian and climbed up to the top of the Tie Jun. 
 
Tie Jun was very obedient, holding up the curved blade and huddled with Zhang Haofei. 
 
When Wang Xuan arrived at Tie Jun's position just now, the metal tentacles burrowed into the flesh wall 
wound that Tie Jun had just cut with a sharp blade. 
 
"Zhao Lei, is this here?" 
 
"A little further to the left, yes, that's it!" Zhao Lei shouted from below. On the back of his right hand, in 
the cross-shaped crack, the white light was faintly fluctuating, very strange. 
 
Chapter 65 
Wang Xuan completely drilled the three-meter-long metal tentacle into it. When he drilled into it for 
about two meters, the metal tentacle was completely empty, and finally broke through this layer of 
meat wall and entered another space. 
 
He immediately understood that Zhao Lei's judgment was very accurate. 
 



The meat wall can't be opened at all, and no one knows how thick the meat wall above is. He also tried 
the meat wall next to him with the metal tentacles just now, and the three-meter metal tentacles can't 
penetrate the meat wall. , it can be seen that the thickness of the meat wall is more than three meters. 
 
But he didn't expect that the thickness of the meat wall here is different from other places, only about 
two meters, and he can dig a gap to escape from here. 
 
Knowing the real thickness of the meat wall is easy. Wang Xuan pumped energy into the metal 
tentacles, drilled several holes, and then used the terrifying power of the metal tentacles to start pulling 
and twisting, destroying the meat wall, and he Then go in behind. 
 
Everyone else stopped, watching Wang Xuan's body quickly disappear into the gap in the flesh wall. 
 
He was followed by Li Haotian. He was busy climbing up and followed behind Wang Xuan. 
 
After that, Zhao Lei. 
 
The meat wall is shrinking from the bottom to the top. Zhao Lei feels that the contraction below is 
getting more and more severe, and he can only try his best to climb up. 
 
Behind Zhao Lei was Tie Jun who slid down from above, and then Zhang Haofei. 
 
Because Gu Manyao climbed the highest, now he has fallen to the back. 
 
When it was her turn, the flesh wall below was completely shrunk, and she felt the difficulty. 
Fortunately, the Yaochi knife in her right hand slashed iron like mud, and slashed around with a few 
knives, making a lot of cracks in the flesh wall. The wound, the contraction of the flesh wall had no effect 
on her, and then she got into the flesh wall cave opened by Wang Xuan. 
 
Wang Xuan used metal tentacles to tear a huge gap in the two-meter-thick flesh wall, and he was the 
first to climb out. 
 
After he climbed out, he took a long breath. The original feeling of shortness of breath disappeared, and 
he continued to take deep breaths as if he had been deprived of oxygen for a long time. 
 
After climbing out of the meat wall, he realized why the thickness of the meat wall here is only two 
meters, and there is another meat wall channel connected to the outside of the meat wall. Extending, 
more than three meters in diameter, like a huge air defense channel. 
 
Wang Xuan was relieved when he saw that the passage was not shrinking like the previous flesh wall, 
nor was there a white slurry that could slowly corrode the skin, and there was sufficient oxygen in it. 
 
Behind him was Li Haotian. After he climbed out, his face was as pale as a dead man. 
 
When the six of them climbed out, they all had lingering fears, and it felt like they had come back from 
the gate of hell. 
 



Of the seven people originally, only six survived, and Xu Mengyun stayed in the depths of the wall 
forever. 
 
Everyone tacitly did not mention her. 
 
As for her current fate, everyone basically has a foresight in their hearts, thinking that it is only a matter 
of time, and it is not unexpected. 
 
She never tried desperately to hunt monsters on the way. She never thought of becoming stronger. She 
was all in a protected state. Such people will only be eliminated sooner or later. 
 
Several people even breathed a sigh of relief, feeling that this burden was finally eliminated. 
 
Only Zhao Lei felt a little sad, but now is not the time to show sadness, they did not really escape the 
danger. 
 
"Zhao Lei, can you tell which one is the way to survive? Go forward or continue to tear a gap in this 
wall." Wang Xuan stroked one side of the meat wall, feeling the elasticity of the meat wall, it looked like 
the meat before The wall is almost the same, and with his metal tentacles, a gap can be ripped open 
again. 
 
He guessed that Zhao Lei could see the situation of this meat wall, and it was most likely related to the 
hatchling beast he just hatched. In this case, in order to ensure safety, he wanted to hear Zhao Lei's 
advice. 
 
Zhao Lei raised his right hand, and a faint white light immediately burst out from the crisscross crack on 
the back of his right hand. 
 
Li Haotian and Zhang Haofei finally noticed the cross on the back of his hand. 
 
"What kind of hatching beast is this, why is it so weird?" Zhang Haofei had a surprised look on his face. 
 
"This is called the Scar of the Holy Spirit. It has the ability to see. Just now, I saw that there is an exit 
here." 
 
Zhao Lei looked around while talking, and quickly ran along this passage. 
 
Gu Manyao said, "Your hatching beast is called Saint Zhihen?" 
 
"No, it's called the Xiansheng. I said that the cross scar is called the Saint's Mark. This is the ability of the 
Xiansheng!" Zhao Lei kept walking. 
 
Wang Xuan followed him closely, knowing that he must have discovered something. 
 
Everyone understood that although they escaped from the terrifying wall just now, it did not mean they 
escaped the danger, and they all hurriedly followed closely and ran forward. 
 



With a bang, a black shadow suddenly flashed in front of him, and a long snake-shaped black shadow 
struck. 
 
Zhao Lei, who ran the fastest, didn't have time to dodge. Wang Xuan, who was beside him, pulled him 
away and pulled out the metal tentacles. 
 
There was a crisp "pop", and the snake-like black shadow was broken into two parts, and white slurry 
splashed out. 
 
Wang Xuan could clearly see that this was a thick whisker sticking out from the meat wall above, and he 
used a metal tentacle to cut it off. Immediately after that, the surrounding meat walls began to 
protrude, and each protrusion extended out and turned into a The beards of varying lengths, UU reading 
www.uukanshu.com drew them towards the crowd. 
 
The speed at which these beards were drawn was extremely fast, Tie Jun and Li Haotian were 
immediately drawn, and a miserable groan came out of their mouths. 
 
This beard is very powerful, and the surface is covered with tiny barbs. When it is pulled on the body, it 
can immediately take away a piece of blood-stained clothes and flesh, leaving a blood groove, which is 
extremely painful. 
 
Tie Jun has practiced Sanda and has received training in fighting ability. He believes that his ability to 
withstand pain is far superior to that of ordinary people, but at this moment, he was hit, and the pain 
was unbearable, and he let out a miserable groan. 
 
Gu Manyao reacted faster than them, and swung out the Yaochi knife, cutting off a pulled beard. 
 
"Quick, run forward!" Zhao Lei stretched out his finger and pointed forward. Wang Xuan completely 
waved the three-meter-long metal tentacles away. There was a faint sound of sonic boom in the air. He 
opened the way first and rushed forward. 
 
The fleshy whiskers hanging down from above wanted to attack him to stop him, but they burst open 
within two meters before they approached him, and immediately broke. 
 
Wang Xuan was very fast. He was the first to clear the way, and Zhao Lei followed closely behind. 
 
Although his hatchling beast sage has a special ability to understand the environment, his pure 
argumentative power is not as good as Gu Manyao's Yaochi and Zhang Haofei's skeleton. 
 
Now that he had lost his curved blade, he had no choice but to follow Wang Xuan with his bare hands in 
the face of the drawn beard. 
 
Gu Manyao's Yaochi knife is extremely sharp, and it is the nemesis of this kind of beard. Wherever the 
knife in her hand is swung, the beard pulled out will be cut off, and a lot of white pulp will be splashed 
from the fracture. 
 



This kind of white pulp is corrosive. Fortunately, the corrosiveness is not strong. As long as it is not 
soaked in the white pulp for a long time, their recovery ability is enough to resist the damage of this kind 
of white pulp. 
 
Gu Manyao fell to the back of the team, defending against the beards that were madly drawn from 
behind, and yelled at Tie Jun and Li Haotian, "Follow up!" 


